TSB801AP | Targus 17" CityLite II Ultimate Backpack

The Targus CityLite II Ultimate Backpack combines all
qualities required to securely store and protect for both
work and leisure. To avoid unwanted opening of the bag,
the Safety lock anti-theft puller system makes it harder for
pickpockets to unzip and steal your valuables. They make it
difficult for anyone to open the bag without you noticing. A
secret pocket is cleverly designed at the back panel to
secure your valuables. Rests assure your laptop, digital
accessories, and valuables are perfectly well-protected.
This means a total peace of mind during your commute.
The backpack is also packed with features designed to
protect the bag and everything that goes in it. Laptops up to
17” are securely stored in a dedicated snug fitted foam
cradle compartment, suspended above the bottom of the
case. The adjustable strap ensures the most secure fit to
any laptop size. The adjustable strap ensures the most
secure fit to any laptop size. The backpack is hard-wearing
and offers weatherproof protection. Its durable exterior
material and wear and water-resistant bottom can sustain
the most demanding journeys. The built-in detachable rain
cover and water-resistant bottom are ideal for enduring the
elements. The CityLite II Ultimate Backpack is designed for
travel and everyday use. It features self-reflective piping
designed to increase visibility in low light environments. A
dedicated compartment design featured with iPad®/tablet
pocket provides supreme capacity for your personal
valuables and digital gadgets. The expandable dual-side
zippered pockets can hold a water bottle holder, an
umbrella, or anything you want to easily have access to.
The advanced workstation will neatly store your keys, pens,
business cards, and more. Features include customized
durable molded handle, padded air mesh back panel and
ergonomic adjustable shoulder straps provide maximum
comfort with functionality. The stylish blue accents give the
backpack a discreet look. The CityLite II Backpack is not
only perfect for travel and safety; it truly brings you the
ultimate safe transport, for your gear and for yourself.

Designed to fit laptops up to 17"
Constructed of durable 1680D polyester with PU backing; Wear and Water-resistant bottom

Functionality – Safety lock anti-theft puller system to safeguard your valuables; Secret pocket at back panel;
Built-in detachable rain cover; Dedicated Snug fitted foam cradle laptop compartment; Features advanced
accessory pockets, expandable side zippered pockets for water-bottle and small accessories; Quick-access
front pocket; Dedicated compartment for storage with iPad®/tablet pocket; Self-reflective piping; Customized
durable molded handle
Comfort – Ergonomically designed to mold to your back and shoulders with padded back panel and shoulder
straps

Product Name

Targus 17" CityLite II

Exterior Dimensions

34.29 x 21.59 x 48.26

Ultimate Backpack

(fully expanded)

cm 13.50" x 8.50" x
19.00"

Model Number

TSB801AP

Other

Country of Origin: China

Street Cost

HK$0

Warranty

Limited Lifetime
Warranty

Color

Black

Computer Compatibility

28.70 x 4.06 x 42.16

Dimensions

cm 11.3" x 1.6" x 16.6"

Weight

1.16 kg 2.55 lbs

Features, specifications and price are subject to change without notification.

